
AP Literature Summer Assignment
Note:
✔ Sign up for the AP LIT 2021-2022 Google Classroom (Join code: 35ybc6s)
✔ Close reading leads to quality understanding and superior writing.
✔ While I encourage discussion among your group as you complete this, be sure that

your final work is your own.  Unique perspective is a big part of AP Literature.

Reading:
✔ 1984 by George Orwell (Amazon link) (pdf version)(audio)
✔ Frankenstein by Mary Shelley (Amazon link) (pdf version)(audio)

o Select the version of the book that contains “Letters” at the beginning,
twenty-four chapters in the middle, and “Walton, In Continuation” at the end.

Writing:
✔ Journal as you read.  While it is perfectly acceptable to highlight and annotate in the

text itself, be sure to interact with the reading beyond the text, especially as you
identify key/important lines/passages.

✔ Method?  While I would encourage you to use a modified Cornell Notes style, I will not
demand it if your style of journaling is more effective for you; however, if you have
never established a style of journaling over a work, I would encourage you to try this
method.  The method looks something like this:
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Textual Example:
● Direct quote
● Summary/paraphrase

Analysis/Response:
● Literary element application
● Author strategy application
● Reader Response

* Victor is like
Prometheus.

1.0.title Frankenstein or The
Modern Prometheus

Allusion – Prometheus refers to the ancient
myth in which the “keeper of the flame”
gives “man” a gift without considering the
consequences of man’s possessing it.

✔ While this is far from an exhaustive list of literary elements that an author may use,
strongly consider the following: story/plot structure, point of view, character, setting,
theme, symbol, and irony.  Evaluate each author’s use of syntax and diction in places,
and consider how the story is enhanced through the specific use of each.

✔ How much to write? Given how busy the beginning of your senior year will be, I would
encourage you to do a thorough job over the summer and use the beginning of the
year as review.  The more you engage with the text throughout, the better the reading
experience will be.  We will use journal writing throughout the class, so developing the
habit of doing this well now would certainly be beneficial.

✔ Be ready to discuss the material deeply when we arrive in the fall.  The quality of your
participation/discussion is vital to the operation of our class.

https://classroom.google.com/c/MzMxMDU5ODQ4OTc2?cjc=35ybc6s
https://www.amazon.com/1984-George-Orwell-ebook/dp/B07MW9B6YS/ref=dp_kinw_strp_kin_adbl_v2
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B6840COhLr60WFJCTEJOb2VMM2s/view?usp=sharing
https://youtu.be/KOs0ypxSz0A
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B079C3DKZQ?ref_=r_sa_glf_b_0_hdrw_ss_AAAUAAA
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1eD3Qzl0qeR2sXtlNuidNT1eav_GV2xrI/view?usp=sharing
https://youtu.be/vvtCLJ-1N34

